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Small Rounded Evening Bag

Cosmetic Brush Case

Hand crocheted with over 600 recycled pop tops.
Wood ring detail on the strap.  

Fully lined with brocade silver fabric, custom metal zip closure
Size: 9.5” Long x 7” H

Color: Silver, Black

Travel case that fits regular and travel sized brushes. 
Includes 10 brush pockets, fold over flap to  
protect brushes. Fully lined with brocade silver fabric, 
custom metal zipper closure
Size (opened) 10” L x 11” W, (closed) 10”L x 5.5”W
Color: Silver only
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For the Bare Essentials
Designed to hold the bare essentials:  
a few credit cards, lip gloss and cash.

Comes with zipper closure, matching color fabric liner. 
Size 5” L x 3” H x 1”D
Thread color options:

Silver, Black, Red, Lime Green, Jeans Blue, Orange, Pink

Credit 
Card Case

Big enough to hold most smart phones, cash, keys, cards  
and lip gloss. Hand crocheted with over 200 post-consumer  
recycled pop tops. Lightweight and supple aluminum shell.  
Fully lined with matching colored fabric interior. Zipper closure.
Size: 8”L x 4”H x 1”D
Thread color options:



Matching color fabric liner. 











Medium Shoulder Bag
Large enough for every day use.

Hand made with a completely  
unique crochet technique. 

Fully lined with brocade silver fabric, 
one inside zipped pocket.
Custom metal zip closure. 

Size: 9” H x 11.5” W x 2” D  
(expandable)

Color: Silver only

Greta Bag













Pop Top Guitar Strap
A completely original strap that looks great under bright stage lights.

Built onto a standard nylon guitar strap, it has comfy hand crocheted 
padding for the shoulder and a metallic front layer.

Size: 48” minimum extension -  60” L maximum extension
Color: Black, Silver, Red

Guitar Strap



Escama Studio is a social enterprise based in San Francisco  
and Brazil. Our mission is to blend traditional handwork  
with modern design – while improving the lives of the women  
and men who make our bags. 

Escama Studio products are a sleek, handcrafted line of women’s 
handbags and accessories made from recycled pull-tabs and  
intricate crochet. At first glance it’s not clear what the bags are 
made of. Upon closer inspection it becomes clear that they are 
works of real ingenuity, wearable works of art.

Our business is an experiment in sustainability. In 2004 we  
began working with 12 artisans. Now, our operation in Brazil  
works daily with more than 100 women from three different  
cooperatives that give artisans the means to support themselves 
and their families. Escama Studio has always paid fair  
wages and abides by fair trade principles.

Pop Top Necklace Kit
Enough materials for 1 long necklace  
or short necklace and 2 bracelets.
Kit contains: Recycled pop tops,  
jewelry jump rings, lobster clasps

DIY




